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MULTISCALE DIFFERENTIAL RICCATI EQUATIONS FOR
LINEAR QUADRATIC REGULATOR PROBLEMS∗
AXEL MA˚LQVIST† , ANNA PERSSON† , AND TONY STILLFJORD†
Abstract. We consider approximations to the solutions of differential Riccati equations in the
context of linear quadratic regulator problems, where the state equation is governed by a multiscale
operator. Similarly to elliptic and parabolic problems, standard finite element discretizations perform
poorly in this setting unless the grid resolves the fine-scale features of the problem. This results in
unfeasible amounts of computation and high memory requirements. In this paper, we demonstrate
how the localized orthogonal decomposition method may be used to acquire accurate results also
for coarse discretizations, at the low cost of solving a series of small, localized elliptic problems.
We prove second-order convergence (except for a logarithmic factor) in the L2 operator norm and
first-order convergence in the corresponding energy norm. These results are both independent of
the multiscale variations in the state equation. In addition, we provide a detailed derivation of the
fully discrete matrix-valued equations and show how they can be handled in a low-rank setting for
large-scale computations. In connection to this, we also show how to efficiently compute the relevant
operator-norm errors. Finally, our theoretical results are validated by several numerical experiments.
Key words. multiscale, localized orthogonal decomposition, finite elements, linear quadratic
regulator problems, differential Riccati equations
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1. Introduction. In a linear quadratic regulator (LQR) problem, the state x
is a model of a system whose evolution can be influenced through the input u. The
goal is to drive certain measurable quantities of the system, the output y, to a given
target, which is typically zero. The relations between x, u, and y are given by the
state and output equations
x˙ = Ax+ Bu, x(0) = x0(1)
y = Cx,(2)
where A, B, and C are given operators. The optimal input function u∗ is found by
minimizing the cost functional
J(u) =
∫ T
0
(Qy, y) + (Ru, u) dt+ (Gy(T ), y(T )) ,
where Q, R, and G are given weighting factors. It can be shown (see, e.g., [1, 21])
that u∗ is given in feedback form as u∗(t) = −R−1B∗X(T − t)x(t), where X is the
solution to an operator-valued differential Riccati equation (DRE):
X˙(t) = A∗X(t) +X(t)A+ C∗QC −X(t)BR−1B∗X(t),
X(0) = G.(3)
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In the case of a nonzero output target, one additional differential equation for the
evolution of u∗ has to be solved.
In this paper, we consider the case when the operator A exhibits multiscale beha-
vior. In particular, we consider diffusion problems where the spatial variation of the
diffusion coefficient is on a fine scale compared to the computational domain. This,
e.g., occurs in the modeling of composite materials and flows in porous media. Num-
erically approximating the solutions to elliptic or parabolic equations given by such
operators in the usual way is difficult because a very fine discretization is necessary
to resolve the fine-scale structure. These difficulties are exacerbated when consider-
ing DREs such as (3), as their solution essentially requires solving many parabolic
equations.
A by now well-established method for multiscale elliptic and parabolic problems
is the localized orthogonal decomposition (LOD) [25, 15]. It is a modification of the
finite element method (FEM), which incorporates some of the fine-scale structure into
a coarse discretization by precomputing a series of localized fine-scale problems. Due
to the localization, these are much cheaper to evaluate than the full fine-scale problem
and may additionally be solved in parallel.
We note that finite elements were introduced for the approximation of optimal
control problems already in the 1970s (see, e.g., [27, 10, 14, 36]), and the field has
grown much in several different directions since then. When diffusion problems have
been considered, the focus has typically been on constant or slowly varying diffusion.
Recently, however, also optimal control problems of multiscale type have been consid-
ered in, e.g., [11, 12, 22]. None of these consider the LOD approach, instead preferring
homogenization or asymptotic expansions. Additionally, a common assumption is that
the multiscale features are periodic, which is frequently not the case in applications.
The focus in this paper is on the approximation of DREs such as (3). In contrast
to the forward-adjoint approach, which solves a specific optimal control problem, the
DRE provides the feedback laws for all problems defined by the operators A,B, C.
While more expensive to solve, it can be precomputed and reused in many different
situations. We refer the reader to [8, 21] for an overview of Riccati theory, with the
latter reference treating very general problems.
Our main result is that LOD approximations to the solution of (3) with a mesh
size H converge with order H2 log(H−1) in the L2 operator norm to a given accurate
fine-scale FEM approximation. The convergence in the corresponding operator energy
norm is shown to be of order H. We note that H2 log(H−1)-convergence of FEM
approximations to the exact solution of (3) has previously been shown in [18], and
similar results for algebraic Riccati equations can be found in [21]. (See also [30, 6] for
convergence results without orders in related settings.) However, the error constants
in these results depend on the multiscale variations of A, and thus such convergence
is not observed in practice. This is not the case for our present results.
For practical computations, also a temporal discretization is necessary; for this
we consider a low-rank splitting scheme as introduced in [32]. Such methods decom-
pose the DRE into its affine and nonlinear parts and approximate these separately,
thereby greatly reducing the computational cost. The affine problem requires the
approximation of several parabolic equations involving A in each time step. As the
computational efficiency gain for LOD increases with the number of times the mod-
ified basis may be reused, splitting schemes are thus particularly well suited to be
combined with the LOD method.
We demonstrate how to transform the FEM and LOD discretizations into matrix-
valued equations and how to implement the fully discrete methods. Even if LOD
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reduces the need for very fine discretizations, large two- or three-dimensional-problems
may still yield large matrices. We therefore consider the low-rank approach, which
greatly reduces the necessary amount of computations. As a side effect, this also
allows us to compute errors in the operator norms very efficiently.
A brief outline of the paper is as follows: We formalize the setting and our basic
assumptions in section 2 and define the different spatial discretizations in section 3.
Convergence of the LOD approximations with the appropriate order is then shown
in section 4. The matrix-valued formulations of the discretized DREs and related
questions are discussed in section 5, while section 6 is devoted to the temporal dis-
cretization and low-rank setting. Finally, we present several numerical experiments
and their results in section 7.
2. Setting. Let Ω ∈ Rd, d ≤ 3, be a bounded polygonal/polyhedral domain.
We consider the separable Hilbert spaces L2(Ω), V = H10 (Ω), U and Z, where L
2(Ω)
corresponds to the state space, U is the control space, and Z is the observation space.
In the following, the specification of Ω will be omitted. We write (·, ·) and ‖·‖ for
the inner product and norm on L2 and denote the corresponding quantities on V ,
U , and Z by subscripts. To define the state evolution operator A, we assume that
the inner product a(u, v) =
∫
κ∇u · ∇v on V × V is given, with assumptions on
κ given below. Then A : L2 ⊃ D(A) → L2 is defined by (Au, v) = −a(u, v) and
D(A) = {u ∈ V | Au ∈ L2}.
Further, let the input operator B : U → L2 and the output operator C : L2 → Z
be given. We also consider the output and input weighting operators Q : Z → Z and
R : U → U (which could be included in C and B but are typically not) and the final
state weighting operator G : L2 → L2. By ∗, we denote Hilbert-adjoint operators with
respect to L2, so that, e.g., B∗ : L2 → U satisfies (Bx, y) = (x,B∗y) for all x ∈ U and
y ∈ L2. Finally, we denote the linear bounded operators from one generic Hilbert
space, Y , to another, W , by L(Y,W ). When W = Y , we abbreviate L(Y ) = L(Y, Y ).
In this notation, the weak form of (3) is to find X ∈ L(L2) satisfying
(4)
(
X˙x, y
)
= (Xx,Ay) + (Xy,Ax) + (QCx, Cy)Z −
(R−1B∗Xx,B∗Xy)
U
for all x, y ∈ D(A).
Assumption 2.1. The diffusion coefficient κ ∈ L∞(Rd×d) is symmetric and satis-
fies
0 < α := ess inf
x∈Ω
inf
v∈Rd\{0}
κ(x)v · v
v · v ,
∞ > β := ess sup
x∈Ω
sup
v∈Rd\{0}
κ(x)v · v
v · v .
In addition, B ∈ L(U,L2), C ∈ L(L2, Z), Q ∈ L(Z), R ∈ L(U) is invertible with
R−1 ∈ L(U) and X(0) = G ∈ L(L2).
The first part of Assumption 2.1 shows that a is a bounded and coercive bilinear
form, which means that A is the generator of an analytic semigroup etA : L2 → L2;
see, e.g., [34, Theorem 3.6.1]. In conjunction with the boundedness assumptions on
B, C, Q, and R, this guarantees the existence and uniqueness of a solution to (4). In
fact, there is even a classical solution to (3) [8, Part IV, Chapter 3], which means that
the A∗X + XA term can be extended to an operator in L(L2). As a consequence,
(4) holds also for x, y ∈ L2. We note that these conclusions are valid also under
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various weaker forms of Assumption 2.1, which additionally permit the treatment of
boundary control and observation [21]. A discussion on an extension of our results to
such a setting can be found in subsection 8.1.
3. Spatial discretization. We first introduce the FEM approximation of (4).
To this end, we let Th be a triangulation of Ω with meshwidth h and Nh internal
nodes. The subspace Vh ⊂ V denotes the space of continuous and piecewise affine
functions on Th, and we denote the corresponding nodal basis functions by {ϕhi }Nhi=1.
This discretization is referred to as the fine, or sometimes also reference, mesh; see
further subsection 3.1 below.
We also consider a coarse discretization space VH ⊂ Vh for H > h, with the cor-
responding family of triangulations {TH}H>h, which is assumed to be quasi-uniform.
For these triangulations, we let BK be the largest ball contained in the triangle K
and denote by γ > 0 the shape regularity of the mesh, defined by
γ := max γK , γK :=
diamBK
diamK
∀K ∈ TH , H > h.
Furthermore, we let IdhH : VH → Vh denote the identity operator between these spaces,
i.e., IdhH u = u for all u ∈ VH . Similarly, Idh : Vh → L2 is the identity operator
mapping into L2, and Id∗h is the L
2-orthogonal projection of L2 onto Vh.
The semidiscretized weak form of (3) is defined by
(5)
(
X˙hx, y
)
= (Xhx,Ahy) + (Xhy,Ahx) + (QChx, Chy)Z −
(R−1B∗hXhx,B∗hXhy)U
for all x, y ∈ Vh and with Xh : Vh → Vh satisfying Xh(0) = Id∗hX(0) Idh. Here, the
operators Ah : Vh → Vh, Bh : U → Vh and Ch : Vh → Z satisfy
(Ahx, y) = (Ax, y) , (Bhu, y) = (Bu, y) , and (Chx, z) = (Cx, z)
for all x, y ∈ Vh, u ∈ U , and z ∈ Z. We note that X can be proven to be self-adjoint,
so we additionally require that Xh is self-adjoint.
For the coarse discretization, we have the same equation but with H instead of
h. We observe that the coarse and fine operators are related in the following way:
(6) AH = (IdhH)∗Ah IdhH , BH = (IdhH)∗Bh, and CH = Ch IdhH .
We also observe that the natural extension of XH to a map on Vh is given by
IdhH XH(Id
h
H)
∗. Here, (IdhH)
∗ is the L2-orthogonal projection of Vh onto VH .
3.1. Localized orthogonal decomposition. If κ is varying on a small scale of
size  > 0, then the classical FEM approximation of a parabolic problem x˙ = Ax+ f
may yield poor results, unless h is sufficiently small to resolve the fine-scale variations.
That is, we typically do not observe O(h2)-convergence until h < , which requires in-
feasible amounts of computation. The same behavior occurs for the Xh-discretizations
of (4).
To this end, we assume that h is sufficiently small so that Xh is a good approx-
imation of X. That is, h < , and we refer to Xh as the reference solution. The
aim is now to approximate Xh by using a multiscale space Vms ⊂ Vh of the same
dimension as the coarse space VH . To obtain such a space, we use the LOD method
introduced in [25], which incorporates fine-scale information in the coarse-scale space.
The construction involves the solution of several fine-scale but localized and paral-
lelizable problems. We briefly summarize the procedure here and refer the reader to
[25, 15], for the details.
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To define the multiscale space Vms, we first introduce an interpolation operator
IH : Vh → VH that fulfills
H−1‖v − IHv‖L2(K) + ‖∇IHv‖L2(K) ≤ C‖∇v‖L2(ωK) ∀v ∈ Vh
for all triangles K ∈ TH , where ωK := ∪{Kˆ ∈ TH : Kˆ ∩K 6= ∅}. In this paper, we
use the weighted Cle´ment interpolant as in [25]. Let Vf denote the kernel of IH ,
Vf := ker IH = {v ∈ Vh : IHv = 0},
and note that Vh can be decomposed as Vh = VH ⊕ Vf, meaning that every vh ∈ Vh
can be written as vh = vH + vf with vH ∈ VH , vf ∈ Vf. We now introduce the (global)
correction operator Qˆh : VH → Vf by
a(Qˆhv, w) = a(v, w) ∀w ∈ Vf
and define the (global) multiscale space as Vˆms := RˆhVH = VH − QˆhVH with Rˆh :=
IdhH −Qˆh. This leads to the decomposition Vh = Vˆms ⊕ Vf with the orthogonality
a(vˆms, vf) = 0, vˆms ∈ Vˆms, vf ∈ Vf. Note that Qˆh is the orthogonal projection onto Vf
with respect to the inner product a(·, ·); i.e., the Ritz projection onto Vf, and Vˆms is
the orthogonal complement to Vf. From the construction, it follows that dim Vˆms =
dimVH . Indeed, a basis for Vˆms is given by {ϕHi − QˆhϕHi : i = 1, ..., NH}.
In general, the corrections Qˆhϕ
H
i have global support and are expensive to com-
pute since they are posed in the entire fine-scale space Vf ⊆ Vh. To overcome this, it
is observed that the corrections have exponential decay away from the i:th node of
TH (see [25, 15]), which motivates a truncation of the corrections. For this purpose,
we define patches ωk(K) of size k around each K ∈ TH by the following:
ω0(K) := intK,
ωk(K) := int
( ∪ {Kˆ ∈ TH : Kˆ ∩ ωk−1(K) 6= ∅}), k = 1, 2, ....
Further, we define V Kf := {v ∈ Vf : v(z) = 0 on Ω \ ωk(K)} to be the restriction
of Vf to the patch ωk(K). For brevity, we do not include the dependence on k in
the notation. Now note that the correction operator Qˆh can be written as the sum
Qˆh =
∑
K∈TH Qˆ
K
h , where
a(QˆKh v, w) =
∫
K
κ∇v · ∇w ∀w ∈ Vf, v ∈ VH , K ∈ TH .
We can now localize these computations by replacing Vf with V
K
f . Define Q
K
h : VH →
V Kf such that
a(QKh v, w) =
∫
K
κ∇v · ∇w ∀w ∈ V Kf , v ∈ VH , K ∈ TH .
Finally, we can define a local operator Qh :=
∑
K∈TH Q
K
h and a localized space
Vms := RhVH = VH −QhVH with Rh := IdhH −Qh.
The approximation properties (and the required computational effort) of the space
Vms depends on the choice of k. In [15], it is proven that convergence of order H
2 is
obtained if k is chosen proportional to logH−1. In this paper, we therefore assume
that k ∼ logH−1 to avoid explicitly stating the dependence on k.
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To define an LOD approximation to the solution Xh in (5), we additionally need
to introduce the identity operator Idhms : Vms → Vh, Idhms u = u. Its L2-adjoint is
the L2-orthogonal projection of Vh onto Vms. Replacing the space Vh with Vms then
results in the problem to find Xmsh : Vms → Vms satisfying
(7)
(
X˙msh u, v
)
= (Xmsh u,Amsh v) + (Xmsh v,Amsh u)
+ (QCmsh u, Cmsh v)Z −
(R−1(Bmsh )∗Xmsh u, (Bmsh )∗Xmsh v)U
for all u, v ∈ Vms and the initial condition Xmsh (0) = (Idhms)∗ Id∗hX(0) Idh Idhms. Here,
the operators Amsh : Vms → Vms, Bmsh : U → Vms and Cmsh : Vms → Z are given by
(Amsh v, w) = (Av, w) , (Bmsh u,w) = (Bu,w) , and (Cmsh v, z)Z = (Cu, z)Z
for all v, w ∈ Vms, u ∈ U , and z ∈ Z. Similar to (6), we have
(8) Amsh = (Idhms)∗Ah Idhms, Bmsh = (Idhms)∗Bh, and Cmsh = Ch Idhms .
The natural Vh-extension of X
ms
h is given by Id
h
msX
ms
h (Id
h
ms)
∗, similar to the XH -case.
Since Vms has the same dimension as VH , there is a lower-dimensional representa-
tive for Xmsh , given by X
ms
h = RhX
ms
H R
−1
h . By inserting u = Rhx and v = Rhy with
x, y ∈ VH in (7) we see that(
X˙msH x,R
∗
hRhy
)
= (XmsH x,R
∗
hAhRhy) + (XmsH y,R∗hAhRhx)
+ (QChRhx, ChRhy)Z −
(R−1B∗hRhXmsH x,B∗hRhXmsH y)U ,
and we consequently define the corrected coarse-scale operators
AmsH = R∗hAhRh, BmsH = R∗hBh, and CmsH = ChRh.
4. Error analysis. In the following, C denotes a generic constant which may
take different values at different occasions. It may depend on the problem data and
the size of the domain but is independent of h and H. Moreover, it does not depend
on the multiscale variations of A, i.e., any derivatives of κ. We start by gathering
some useful results.
4.1. Preliminaries. Recall that Idh : Vh → L2 is the identity mapping, Ph =
Id∗h : L
2 → Vh denotes the L2-orthogonal projection onto Vh, and Pms is the L2-
orthogonal projection onto Vms. We have Pms = (Id
h
ms)
∗Ph; i.e., we first project onto
Vh and then onto Vms. Straightforward calculations show the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Under Assumption 2.1, it holds that Idh Bh ∈ L(U,L2), ChPh ∈
L(L2, Z), and Sh := Idh BhR−1B∗h Id∗h ∈ L(L2).
Further, let etAh denote the solution operator to the equation u˙+Ahu = 0, i.e., the
semigroup generated by Ah. Similarly, etAmsh is the semigroup generated by Amsh .
Because A generates an analytic semigroup on L2, these operators are analytic semi-
groups on Vh and Vms, respectively. More specifically, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2. Under Assumption 2.1, the operators
Eh(t) = Idh e
tAh Id∗h and Ems(t) = Idh Id
h
ms e
tAmsh (Idhms)
∗ Id∗h
are both in L(L2) for t ∈ [0, T ], with the uniform bounds ‖Eh(t)‖L(L2) ≤ 1 and
‖Ems(t)‖L(L2) ≤ 1.
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By arguing as in [24] but for the (simpler) semidiscrete case, we have (choosing k ∼
logH) the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3. For t ∈ (0, T ], it holds that
‖Eh(t)− Ems(t)‖L(L2) ≤ CH2t−1.
Here, the constant C depends on T , α, β, and γ but not on the multiscale variations
of A.
Proof. We only comment briefly on the proof here. Let uh(t) = e
tAhPhv and
ums(t) = e
tAmsh Pmsv for v ∈ L2(Ω). By introducing the Ritz projection Rms : Vh →
Vms satisfying a(Rmsv, w) = a(v, w) for all w ∈ Vms, v ∈ Vh, we get (see [35, Chapter
3], [24])
‖uh − ums‖ ≤ Ct−1 sup
s≤t
{
s2‖ρ˙‖+ s‖ρ‖+ ‖
∫ s
0
ρ(r) dr‖
}
,
where ρ := uh −Rmsuh. From the error bounds of Rms in [25] (see also [24]), we get
‖uh − ums‖ ≤ CH2t−1 sup
s≤t
(
s2‖u¨h(s)‖+ s‖u˙h(s)‖+ ‖uh(s)‖+ ‖v‖
)
.
The regularity estimates ‖Dltuh(t)‖ ≤ Ct−l‖v‖ for l = 0, 1, 2 [35, Lemma 2.5]
completes the proof.
Finally, from Lemma 4.1, we get the existence and uniqueness of solutions Xh and
Xmsh to the discretized DREs (5) and (7), respectively. Let us abbreviate
X˜(t) = IdhXh(t) Id
∗
h and Y˜ (t) = Idh Id
h
msX
ms
h (Id
h
ms)
∗ Id∗h .
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. There is a constant C > 0 which is independent of the multiscale
variations of A but may depend on α and β such that
‖X˜(t)‖L(L2) + ‖Y˜ (t)‖L(L2) ≤ C
for t ∈ [0, T ].
4.2. Error analysis. We are now ready for the main theorem of this paper.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that Assumption 2.1 is fulfilled. Then for t ∈ (0, T ], it
holds that
‖X˜(t)− Y˜ (t)‖L(L2) ≤ CH2
(
log(H−1) + t−1
)
.
Here, the constant C depends on T , α, β, γ, and ‖X(0)‖L(L2) but not on the multiscale
variations of A.
Proof. We utilize the integral form of (5). If Xh solves (5), then it satisfies
(9)
Xh(t) = e
tA∗hXh(0)etAh +
∫ t
0
e(t−s)A
∗
h
(
C∗hQCh −Xh(s)BhR−1B∗hXh(s)
)
e(t−s)Ah ds
(see, e.g., [8, Chapter IV:3, Proposition 2.1]). Recalling that Id∗h Idh and (Id
h
ms)
∗ Idhms
are the identity operators on Vh and Vms, respectively, and using (8) therefore shows
that
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X˜(t) = Eh(t)
∗X˜(0)Eh(t)
+
∫ t
0
Eh(t− s)∗
(
(ChPh)∗QChPh − X˜(s)ShX˜(s)
)
Eh(t− s) ds
as well as
Y˜ (t) = Ems(t)
∗X˜(0)Ems(t)
+
∫ t
0
Ems(t− s)∗
(
(ChPh)∗QChPh − Y˜ (s)ShY˜ (s)
)
Ems(t− s) ds.
(Note the X˜(0) in the first term since we suppose thatXmsh (0)=(Id
h
ms)
∗Xh(0)Idhms.)
Subtracting these expressions yields
X˜(t)− Y˜ (t) = Eh(t)∗X˜(0)
(
Eh(t)− Ems(t)
)
+
(
Eh(t)− Ems(t)
)∗
X˜(0)Ems(t)
+
∫ t
0
Eh(t− s)∗(ChPh)∗Q(ChPh)
(
Eh(t− s)− Ems(t− s)
)
+
(
Eh(t− s)− Ems(t− s)
)∗
(ChPh)∗Q(ChPh)Ems(t− s)
+
(
Eh(t− s)− Ems(t− s)
)∗
X˜(s)ShX˜(s)Eh(t− s)
+ Ems(t− s)∗X˜(s)ShX˜(s)
(
Eh(t− s)− Ems(t− s)
)
+ Ems(t− s)∗
(
X˜(s)− Y˜ (s)
)
ShX˜(s)Ems(t− s)
+ Ems(t− s)∗Y˜ (s)Sh
(
X˜(s)− Y˜ (s)
)
Ems(t− s) ds
=: R1 +R2 +
∫ t
0
8∑
j=3
Rj(s) ds,
so that
‖X˜(t)− Y˜ (t)‖L(L2) ≤ ‖R1‖L(L2) + ‖R2‖L(L2) +
∫ t
0
∥∥ 8∑
j=3
Rj(s)
∥∥
L(L2) ds.
We observe that for all G : L2 → Y (with a generic Hilbert space Y ), it holds that
‖G‖L(L2,Y ) = ‖G∗‖L(Y,L2). Thus, using Lemmas 4.2–4.4, we get
‖R1‖L(L2) = ‖R2‖L(L2) ≤ CH2t−1‖X˜(0)‖L(L2) ≤ CH2t−1.
Additionally, using Lemma 4.1 shows that the last two integrands satisfy
‖R7(s) +R8(s)‖L(L2) ≤ C
(
‖X˜(s)‖L(L2) + ‖Y˜ (s)‖L(L2)
)
‖X˜(s)− Y˜ (s)‖L(L2)
≤ C‖X˜(s)− Y˜ (s)‖L(L2).
Due to the singularity at s = t in the bound on ‖Eh(t − s) − Ems(t − s)‖L(L2), we
split the integrals of the remaining Rj-terms into two parts. For R3, we find∫ t
0
‖R3(s)‖L(L2) ds ≤
∫ t−H2
0
C‖ChPh‖2L(L2)H2(t− s)−1 ds+
∫ t
t−H2
2‖ChPh‖2L(L2) ds
≤ CH2( log t− 2 logH)+ CH2
≤ CH2( log(H−1) + t−1),
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where we have used t ≤ T for the crude estimate log t ≤ Ct−1 since a t−1-term already
appears in the bounds of R1 and R2. The same bound holds for R4 and, by Lemmas
4.1 and 4.4, also for R5 and R6. In conclusion, we thus have
‖X˜(t)− Y˜ (t)‖L(L2) ≤ CH2
(
log(H−1) + t−1
)
+ C
∫ t
0
‖X˜(s)− Y˜ (s)‖L(L2) ds,
which by Gro¨nwall’s lemma yields the statement of the theorem.
Remark 4.6. In the common situation that X(0) = 0, corresponding to the case
of no final state penalization, the t−1-singularity disappears.
Remark 4.7. We note that a bound of the same form has been shown in [18] for
the FEM error. However, the error constant then depends on the variations in κ, and
one does not observe the given convergence order until H < .
Similar to the parabolic case, the error bound becomes less singular near t = 0
if we measure in the V -norm. To prove this, we need the following, slightly stronger
assumptions on the operators (cf. Assumption 2.1).
Assumption 4.8. In addition to Assumption 2.1, B ∈ L(U, V ), C ∈ L(V,Z), and
X(0) = G ∈ L(V ). Moreover, we assume that the mesh Th is of a form such that Ph
is stable in the V -norm.
Remark 4.9. In particular, quasi-uniform meshes satisfy Assumption 4.8. We
refer the reader to [2] for a discussion on more general permissible meshes.
Theorem 4.10. Suppose that Assumption 4.8 is fulfilled. For t ∈ (0, T ], it holds
that
‖X˜(t)− Y˜ (t)‖L(V ) ≤ CHt−1/2.
Here, the constant C depends on T , α, β, γ, and ‖X(0)‖L(V ) but not on the multiscale
variations of A.
Proof. We start by noting that ‖Idh‖L(Vh,V ) ≤ 1. Furthermore, since Ph is stable
in the V -norm, the following bound holds:
‖Ph‖L(V,Vh) = sup
v∈V
‖Phv‖V
‖v‖V ≤ supv∈V
C‖v‖V
‖v‖V ≤ C.
Now, note that if the initial data v ∈ V , then we may instead of Lemma 4.3 prove
the following, less singular error bound:
‖Eh(t)− Ems(t)‖L(V ) ≤ CHt−1/2.
In addition, parabolic regularity gives the bounds ‖Eh(t)‖L(V ), ‖Ems(t)‖L(V ) ≤ C.
Note that ‖Ch‖L(Vh,Z) ≤ ‖C‖L(V,Z), so from Assumption 4.8 it follows that
(10)
‖(ChPh)∗Q(ChPh)‖L(V )
≤ ‖P ∗h‖L(Vh,V )‖C∗h‖L(Z,Vh)‖Q‖L(Z)‖Ch‖L(Vh,Z)‖Ph‖L(V,Vh) ≤ C.
Similarly, ‖Bh‖L(U,Vh) ≤ ‖B‖L(U,V ), and we have
(11)
‖Sh‖L(V ) ≤ ‖Idh‖L(Vh,V )‖Bh‖L(U,Vh)‖R−1‖L(U)‖B∗h‖L(Vh,U)‖Id∗h‖L(V,Vh)
≤ C.
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As in the proof of Theorem 4.5, we can write the difference X˜(t)− Y˜ (t) as a sum
of eight terms so that
‖X˜(t)− Y˜ (t)‖L(V ) ≤ ‖R1‖L(V ) + ‖R2‖L(V ) +
∫ t
0
8∑
j=3
‖Rj‖L(V ) ds.
For R1, we have
‖R1‖L(V ) ≤ ‖Eh(t)∗‖L(V )‖X˜(0)‖L(V )‖Eh(t)− Ems(t)‖L(V )
≤ CHt−1/2‖X(0)‖L(V ) ≤ CHt−1/2,
and similarly we prove ‖R2‖L(V ) ≤ CHt−1/2, where we have used that
‖Xh(0)‖L(V ) = ‖Id∗hX(0) Idh‖L(V ) ≤ C‖X(0)‖L(V ),
which is bounded due to Assumption 4.8. Using the bounds (10) and (11), we get∫ t
0
6∑
j=3
‖Rj‖L(V ) ds ≤
∫ t
0
CH(t− s)−1/2 ds ≤ CHt1/2
and ∫ t
0
‖R7‖L(V ) + ‖R8‖L(V ) ds ≤
∫ t
0
C‖X˜(s)− Y˜ (s)‖L(V ) ds.
By applying Gro¨nwall’s lemma, we obtain the desired error bound.
5. Matrix-valued formulation. To perform actual computations, we write the
finite-dimensional equations in matrix form by expressing the equations in the FEM
or LOD bases. To this end, let the function x ∈ Vh and the operator Xh : Vh → Vh
have the vector and matrix representations x ∈ RNh and X˜h ∈ RNh×Nh , i.e.,
(12) x =
Nh∑
j=1
xjϕ
h
j and Xhx =
Nh∑
i,j=1
X˜hi,jxjϕ
h
i .
Since exactly the same results hold for VH upon replacing h by H, we frequently omit
the h sub- and superscripts in the following manipulations. They will be reinstated
later when we compare different discretizations. The coordinates satisfy
Mx =
(
(x, ϕi)
)N
i=1
and MX˜ =
(
(Xhϕj , ϕi)
)N
i,j=1
,
where M denotes the (symmetric) mass matrix, Mi,j = (ϕj , ϕi). Unfortunately, we
will not recover the usual form of the matrix-valued DRE when working in these
coordinates. Therefore, we perform the change of variables
XM = X˜.
Coincidentally, this means that we actually have
(13) Xhx =
N∑
i,j=1
Xi,j (x, ϕj)ϕi.
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Equation (5) is equivalent to(
X˙hϕi, ϕj
)
= (Xhϕi,Ahϕj) + (Xhϕj ,Ahϕi)(14)
+ (QChϕi, Chϕj)Z −
(R−1B∗hXhϕi,B∗hXhϕj)U
for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , and since Xhϕi =
∑N
k=1 (XM)k,iϕk, the first term becomes
N∑
k=1
(X˙M)k,iMj,k = (MX˙M)j,i.
Likewise, with the (negative) stiffness matrix Ai,j = (Aϕj , ϕi), the second and third
terms become
N∑
k=1
(XM)k,iAk,j +
N∑
k=1
(XM)k,jAk,i = (A
TXM)j,i + (MXA)j,i
due to the symmetry of M and X. (Recall that we search for a self-adjoint operator
Xh.) Finally, the last two terms can be written as
(CTQC)j,i and
(
MXBR−1BTXM
)
j,i
,
where Bi,j =
(BϕUj , ϕi), Qi,j = (QϕZj , ϕZi ), Ri,j = (RϕUj , ϕUi ), Ci,j = (Cϕj , ϕZi ),
and {ϕUi }, {ϕZi } denote orthonormal bases for U and Z, respectively. Summarizing,
we can write the equation on matrix form as
(15) MX˙M = MXA+ATXM +CTQC −MXBR−1BTXM .
Similar to the relations between the fine and coarse operators (6), it is easily
shown that their matrix representations satisfy
AH = (I
h
H)
TAhI
h
H , BH = (I
h
H)
TBh, CH = ChI
h
H , and MH = (I
h
H)
TMhI
h
H ,
where IhH ∈ RNh×NH is the prolongation matrix that satisfies IhHxH = xh if x =∑NH
j=1 x
H
j ϕ
H
j and Id
h
H x =
∑Nh
j=1 x
h
jϕ
h
j . By expressing the ϕ
H functions in terms of
ϕh, it can be seen that (IhH)i,j = ϕ
H
j (zi), where zi is the i:th node of Th. Thus, the
coarse systems are easily constructed when the fine system is known. Note, however,
that the matrix representation of (IdhH)
∗ is not (IhH)
T but M−1H (I
h
H)
TMh.
For the LOD case, we let Qh and Rh = I
h
H −Qh be the matrix representations
of Qh and Rh, respectively. To compute them efficiently, we follow [13]. Then
XmsH x =
NH∑
i=1
(XmsH Mmsx)iϕ
H
i ,
where XmsH is symmetric and satisfies
MmsX˙
ms
H Mms = MmsX
ms
H Ams +A
T
msX
ms
H Mms
+CTmsQCms −MmsXmsH BmsR−1BTmsXmsH Mms
with the matrices
Ams = R
T
hAhRh, Bms = R
T
hBh, Cms = ChRh, and Mms = R
T
hMhRh.
Finally, we note that if u ∈ Vh, w ∈ VH , and (Idhms)∗u = Rhw, then in coordi-
nates we have w = M−1msR
T
hMhu. This means that the matrix representation of
IdhmsX
ms
h (Id
h
ms)
∗ is RhXmsH R
T
hMh.
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5.1. Error computation. We measure the quality of different approximations
as the L(L2)-normed distance to a reference approximation at the final time T . In
order to find a matrix representation for this, we first observe that since ‖Phx‖ ≤ ‖x‖,
we have
‖IdhXhPh‖L(L2) = sup
x∈L2
x6=0
‖XhPhx‖
‖x‖ ≤ supx∈L2
x6=0
‖XhPhx‖
‖Phx‖ = supx∈Vh
x6=0
‖Xhx‖
‖x‖ .
But Phx = x for x ∈ Vh, so since Vh ⊂ L2, we also get
‖IdhXhPh‖L(L2) ≥ sup
x∈Vh
x6=0
‖XhPhx‖
‖x‖ = supx∈Vh
x6=0
‖Xhx‖
‖x‖ .
To compute the L(L2)-norm, it is thus enough to test with x = ∑Nhi=1 xiϕhi ∈ Vh.
Again omitting the h sub- and superscripts, we have that (x, x) = xTMx, and
similarly
(Xhx,Xhx) =
N∑
i,j,k,l=1
(XM)i,jxj(XM)k,lxl (ϕi, ϕk)
= xTMTXTMXMx.
Since M is symmetric positive definite, we may do a Cholesky factorization M =
LML
T
M , and the change of variables y = L
T
Mx yields
‖IdhXhPh‖L(L2) = sup
y∈RN
y 6=0
(
yTLTMXLML
T
MXLMy
)1/2(
yTy
)1/2 = ‖LTMXLM‖RN×N ,
where ‖·‖RN×N denotes the standard spectral matrix norm. Recalling the matrix
representation IhH of Id
h
H , we now get that
‖IdhXhPh − IdH XHPH‖L(L2) = ‖LTM (Xh − IhHXH(IhH)T )LM‖RN×N .
The LOD error is completely analogous, using instead Rh and X
ms
H .
A similar approach also allows us to compute L(V )-errors. Let A = LALTA be a
Cholesky factorization of A. Then
‖IdhXhPh − IdH XHPH‖L(V ) ≤ ‖Ph‖L(V,Vh)‖LTA(Xh − IhHXH(IhH)T )ML−TA ‖RN×N .
We also get that ‖IdhXhPh− IdH XHPH‖L(V ) is bounded from below by ‖LTA(Xh−
IhHXH(I
h
H)
T )ML−TA ‖RN×N ; i.e., the latter quantity can be thought of as an equiv-
alent norm. Since LA is triangular, the extra cost required for the computation of
L−TA is negligible. If the low-rank formulation is used (see subsection 6.1), only a
small number of linear equation systems involving LA needs to be solved, reducing
the cost even further.
6. Temporal discretization. We discretize the matrix-valued DREs in time
by means of a low-rank splitting scheme since the basic operation in such methods
is the application of etA
T
, i.e., essentially solving a parabolic problem. Let τ denote
a fixed time step, and let tj = jτ , j = 0, . . . , Nt, be the time discretization of the
interval [0, T ]. We split (15) into two parts, X˙ = FX + GX, where
FX = XAM−1 +M−1ATX +M−1CTQCM−1 and GX = −XBR−1BTX.
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Then the Strang splitting approximation at time tj is given by X
j with X0 = X(0)
and
Xj+1 = e
τ
2F eτG e
τ
2FXj .
Here, the solution operators etF and etG satisfy
etFX = etM
−TATXetAM
−1
+
∫ t
0
esM
−TATM−TCTQCM−1esAM
−1
ds,(16)
etGX =
(
I + tXBR−1BT
)−1
X,(17)
where the first equality is apparent from the integral formulation (9), while the second
is easily verified by differentiation.
The low-rank version of the method relies on the assumption that the solution
X has low rank. This is generally true for LQR problems and dramatically reduces
the computational cost. In that case, we may factorize X = LDLT , where L ∈
RNh×r and D ∈ Rr×r with the rank r  Nh. Also eτFX and eτGX, and thus the
iterates Xj , may then be factorized in such a way. After a reformulation, e
τGX is
very cheap to compute, and the computation of eτFX reduces to an evaluation of
eτM
−TATL (plus preliminary, similar work for the integral term). The latter operation
is equivalent to solving M x˙ = ATx, x(0) = L, and the matrix M is thus never
explicitly inverted. For further details, we refer the reader to [32, 33].
6.1. Low-rank errors. Also, the error computations outlined in subsection 5.1
benefit from being formulated in a low-rank setting. Assume that Xh = LhDhL
T
h
and XH = LHDHL
T
H with Lh ∈ RNh×rh and LH ∈ RNH×rH with rh, rH  Nh, and
let Mh = LML
T
M be a Cholesky factorization. By setting
V =
[
LTMLh L
T
MI
h
HLH
]
and D =
[
Dh 0
0 −DH
]
,
we see that V ∈ RNh×(rh+rH), D ∈ R(rh+rH)×(rh+rH), and it follows that
LTM (Xh − IhHXH(IhH)T )LM = V DV T .
Since V DV T is not necessarily an eigenvalue decomposition, we cannot immediately
determine the norm by inspection. However, performing a QR-factorization V = QR
is cheap if the number of columns is low, and RDRT ∈ R(rh+rH)×(rh+rH) can also
be diagonalized cheaply. (This is precisely the LDLT column compression procedure
which is applied in each time step.) We acquire V DV T = (QW )D˜(QW )T for some
W , where ‖V DV T ‖ = |D˜1,1|.
For errors in the L(V )-norm, we do not get a symmetric matrix as above. But if
A = LAL
T
A, we can still write
LTA(Xh − IhHXH(IhH)T )ML−TA = G1DGT2
with the same D and with
G1 =
[
LTALh L
T
AI
h
HLH
]
and G2 =
[
L−1A MLh L
−1
A MI
h
HLH
]
.
We can cheaply QR-factorize both G1 = UR1 and G2 = V R2; this means that
‖LTA(Xh − IhHXH(IhH)T )ML−TA ‖RNh×Nh = ‖USV T ‖RNh×Nh = ‖S‖RNh×Nh ,
where S = R1DR
T
2 is a small matrix.
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7. Numerical experiments. We have performed a number of numerical exper-
iments in order to verify our a priori error bounds for the LOD discretizations and to
demonstrate their efficiency in comparison to the classical FEM.
In all experiments, we compute the relevant matrices for both FEM and LOD
by using efficient code written by Fredrik Hellman and Daniel Elfverson.1 These
pre-solve computations were run on a Intel Core i5-4690 processor. We note that
the localized elliptic fine-scale problems were not solved in parallel. Doing so would
further improve the performance of LOD.
For approximating the solutions to the DREs, we employ in all cases the low-rank
Strang splitting scheme (as described in section 6) with Nt = 256 time steps. This
ensures that the temporal error is small compared to the spatial error, which is our
interest here. Our implementation utilizes the DREsplit2 library. These computations
were performed on resources at the Chalmers Centre for Computational Science and
Engineering provided by the Swedish National Infrastructure for Computing. Each
simulation used a single Intel Xeon E5-2650 v3 processor.
The multiscale diffusion coefficients κ considered in the numerical examples are
of two distinct types. In Examples 1, 2, and 4, we consider a piecewise constant
coefficient, generated randomly with no spatial correlation, that varies on a fine scale
(see Figure 1). In Examples 3 and 5, κ takes two values: one value in the background
and one in the thin channels (see Figure 6). This is a common setup for reinforced
(composite) materials. Both these cases are challenging for the FEM.
7.1. Example 1. In this first example, we consider diffusion on the unit square.
More specifically, we take Ω = [0, 1]2 and set Ax = ∇·(κ∇x) with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. Here, κ is piecewise constant on a square grid of size 2−7 and taking
randomly chosen values in [10−3, 1]; see Figure 1 for an illustration. We consider
three independent inputs and define the input operator B as the sum
Bu =
3∑
j=1
Bjuj , where (Bju)(ξ1, ξ2) =
{
u, j4 ≤ ξ1, ξ2 ≤ j4 + 18
0, otherwise.
Thus, we can control the system on three small squares. As the output operator, we
take the mean, i.e., Cx = ∫
Ω
x. We choose Q and R to be the identity operators and
take G = X(0) = 0.
For the discretization in space, we start with a coarse mesh containing eight trian-
gles and then refine this six times, giving meshes with 23+2j triangles for j = 0, . . . , 6.
One additional refinement provides the reference grid with 217 = 131072 triangles.
This results in matrices Aj ∈ Rn×n, Bj ∈ Rn×3, and Cj ∈ R1×n, j = 0, . . . , 7, with
n = 1, 9, 49, 225, 961, 3969, 16129, 65025 (since we only consider the interior nodes).
The approximations are compared only at the final time, in the L(L2)- and L(V )-
norms as outlined in subsection 5.1, and the computed errors are shown in Figure 2.
We see that the classical FEM initially struggles due to not resolving the multiscale
coefficient properly but converges with order 2 when the mesh becomes fine enough.
The LOD approach converges with order 2 also for the coarse meshes and additionally
results in approximations that are about one order of magnitude more accurate. The
plot to the right shows the errors against the actual computation time, including the
time spent on constructing the LOD bases. As can be seen, this extra effort is low
enough that except for the most inaccurate cases, it is always worthwhile to use the
LOD approach.
1Available on request from Fredrik Hellman, fredrik.hellman@it.uu.se.
2Available on request from Tony Stillfjord, tony.stillfjord@gu.se, or from http://www.
tonystillfjord.net.
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Fig. 1. The diffusion coefficient used in Example 1, plotted over the domain Ω. (This figure is
in color in the electronic version of the article.)
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Fig. 2. Left: The L(L2)- and L(V )-norm errors of the approximations computed in Example
1, plotted against the meshwidth. Right: The L(L2)-norm errors plotted against the computation
time.
7.2. Example 2. Here, we consider an L-shaped domain Ω, where [0.5, 1] ×
[0.5, 0.5] has been removed from the unit square. The diffusion coefficient κ is piece-
wise constant on a square grid of size 2−7 and taking random values in [10−3, 1]. We
use one control input, given by the characteristic function of the square [0.65, 0.85]2,
and one output, the mean over the square [0.15, 0.35]2. The meshes are set up as
in the previous example but now with n = 5, 33, 161, 705, 2945, 12033, 48641 interior
nodes (n = 195585 for the reference solution). The time discretization and other
parameters are the same as in the previous example.
The results are shown in Figure 3. Due to the reentrant corner, the errors behave
more erratically than in the previous example, but LOD is still clearly first- and
second-order convergent in contrast to standard FEM, which performs very poorly.
We also observe that LOD is more efficient in all but the coarsest cases.
7.3. Example 3. We again consider the setting of Example 1 but replace the
diffusivity constant. Here, κ takes the constant value 1 everywhere, except for in
seven horizontal stripes, where it is 10−2. The stripes are centered around the heights
j/8, j = 1, . . . , 7, and have a width of 2−7.
The results are shown in Figure 4. This time, the detrimental effect on the FEM
discretization is even more pronounced, with almost no convergence until the thin
stripes can be resolved. The LOD approximations are once again more accurate for
all H. We note that the L(L2)-error is not quite O(H2) in this case but rather
close to O(H2 logH−1) as predicted by Theorem 4.5. Like in the previous example,
computing the LOD bases is cheap enough that the LOD approach is more efficient
in all but the least accurate cases.
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Fig. 3. Left: The L(L2)- and L(V )-norm errors of the approximations computed in Example
2, plotted against the meshwidth. Right: The L(L2)-norm errors plotted against the computation
time.
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Fig. 4. Left: The L(L2)- and L(V )-norm errors of the approximations computed in Example
3, plotted against the meshwidth. Right: The L(L2)-norm errors plotted against the computation
time.
7.4. Example 4. In this example, we deviate from the basic setting described in
section 4 by considering a boundary control application. All parameters except for the
boundary conditions and the input operator are the same as in Example 1. We call
the union of the top and bottom edges of the unit square ΓD and impose homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions there. The left and right edges we denote Γ1 and Γ2,
respectively, and there we impose nonhomogeneous Neumann boundary conditions.
In particular, with the outward-pointing normal denoted by n, we consider functions
x satisfying
κ∇x · n = Ψui on Γi.
Here, u1 and u2 are the two control inputs, and
Ψ: s 7→
{
2s, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1/2,
2(1− s), 1/2 < s ≤ 1,
is a fixed function. The operator A now corresponds to x 7→ ∇ · (κ∇x) on the space
{x ∈ H1(Ω) | x|ΓD = 0} with no conditions imposed on Γ1, Γ2, while the (unbounded)
operator B implements the Neumann boundary conditions. We refrain from elaborat-
ing further on this here and simply note that the FEM matrix representation becomes
Bhj,i =
∫
Γi
Ψϕhj .
Fur further details on the proper abstract framework, see, e.g., [21] and subsection 8.1.
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Fig. 5. Left: The L(L2)- and L(V )-norm errors of the approximations computed in Example
5, plotted against the meshwidth. Right: The L(L2)-norm errors plotted against the computation
time.
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Fig. 6. The diffusion coefficient used in Example 5, plotted over the domain Ω. (This figure is
in color in the electronic version of the article.)
Since Assumption 2.1 is no longer satisfied, we may not apply Theorem 4.5.
However, the results plotted in Figure 5 are similar to the results in previous examples.
Again, the LOD approximations are more efficient except for the very coarsest meshes.
This indicates that our theory could be extended also to the case of unbounded opera-
tors B and C.
7.5. Example 5. As a final experiment, we consider another boundary control
application. The domain is formed like a lying U (see Figure 6). The thickness of
each of the “handles” is 1/6, the total horizontal extent 1, and the vertical extent
4/6. Inside the domain are three evenly spaced stripes with a diameter of 0.0052. As
previously, we consider Au = ∇·(κ∇u), where κ = 10−2 everywhere except for in the
stripes, where instead κ = 1. We use homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
over the whole boundary, except for the two vertical sections on the left. On the
topmost vertical part, Γ1, we impose a nonhomogeneous Neumann condition κ∇x·n =
Ψu with Ψ having the same hat-shaped form as in Example 4. On the bottom
vertical part, Γ2, we impose a homogeneous Dirichlet condition. These correspond
to an insulated edge, a controllable heat input, and a heat sink, respectively. The
operator B is again given by u 7→ u ∫
Γ1
Ψϕ, and as output, we take the mean of the
temperature over the domain: Cx = ∫
Ω
x. The meshes in this example have n =
28, 84, 280, 1008, 3808, 14784 interior nodes, respectively, while the reference solution
uses n = 58240.
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Fig. 7. Left: The L(L2)- and L(V )-norm errors of the approximations computed in Example
5, plotted against the meshwidth. Right: The L(L2)-norm errors plotted against the computation
time.
The results are plotted in Figure 7, where we can once again observe error behavior
consistent with the bounds given in Theorem 4.5.
Remark 7.1. In all the experiments, we have chosen the fine-scale structure of
the multiscale coefficient such that the reference FEM solution can resolve it, since
otherwise we cannot properly compute the respective errors. Decreasing the size of
the fine-scale features even further would mean that the FEM convergence is further
delayed, while we may still compute accurate LOD approximations. In such a case,
the efficiency of LOD in comparison to FEM is further (greatly) improved.
Remark 7.2. We note that the finest discretizations of the demonstrated numer-
ical experiments are representative of large-scale DRE problems. While there is of
course no strict limit, the authors would at the time of writing classify large-scale
as problems of size n ≥ 104. Due to the matrix-valued nature of the equations,
this is naively equivalent to solving a vector-valued differential equation of size 108.
While we do not employ a naive method, the number of unknowns still number in
the millions. For readers more familiar with the theory of algebraic Riccati equa-
tions (AREs), i.e., the stationary counterparts of DREs, we note that one time step
for a DRE solver is roughly equivalent to the solution of one corresponding ARE.
The computational effort for solving a DRE is therefore usually at least two orders
of magnitude higher, and large scale in the ARE setting is therefore larger, starting
rather at around n = 105. We also note that the approximations were here computed
on the equivalent of a modern desktop computer. With the increasing availability
of parallelization on clusters or GPUs, we expect to see a shift towards even larger
problems in the near future. However, for multiscale problems such as these, it is still
critical to employ LOD.
8. Generalizations and future work. In this section, we provide some notes
on possible extensions of our theory and draw connections to related problems and
methods.
8.1. Boundary control. Boundary control applications such as Example 4
occur frequently within the field of optimal control. Then either the input or output
operator (or both) acts on the boundary of the computational domain. In order to put
such problems into the semigroup framework, one has to allow for unbounded ope-
rators B and C [21]. Clearly, our convergence analysis is no longer valid in that case
since we can no longer guarantee that Sh ∈ L(L2) or that ChPh ∈ L(L2, Z). However,
it is typically assumed that B and C are not too unbounded. More specifically, if we
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suppose that (−A)−βB ∈ L(U,L2) and C(−A)−γ ∈ L(L2, Z), where 0 ≤ β + γ < 1,
we cover a large class of applications. Here, (−A)−α denotes fractional powers of A
which exist due to Assumption 2.1. They give rise to the spaces X−α ⊃ L2 as the
completions of L2 in the norm ‖x‖−α = ‖(−A)−αx‖. When γ = 0, we then have that
Sh ∈ L(X−β), and by properly extending also the other involved operators to X−β ,
we may follow the line of proof of Theorem 4.5 and show convergence in L(X−β).
Obviously, this is a suboptimal estimation, as ‖·‖−β is a weaker norm than ‖·‖L2
for β > 0. However, from [21, Theorem 1.2.1.1], we have that X˜(t)ShX˜(t) is actually
bounded in L2, at least away from t = 0. It therefore seems likely that one could use
similar ideas to prove that the same holds for Y˜ (t)ShY˜ (t), in which case we would
have convergence in L(L2). Unfortunately, the theory required for such estimations
is rather extensive, and we expect it to be even more so for the LOD approximations.
We therefore leave such questions as future work.
8.2. Systems of equations and applications in multiphysics. In this paper,
we consider problems where the evolution operator A in the state equation defines an
inner product of the form a(u, v) =
∫
κ∇u · ∇v. However, many interesting applica-
tions requires coupled systems to be modeled appropriately, for instance, multiphysical
features such as thermoelasticity [9], which describes temperature and displacement
in a material. Another example is the singularly perturbed systems [17, 29], which
appear when modeling, for instance, fluid catalytic crackers. These are ill-conditioned
problems due to a significantly larger time derivative for one (or more) of the equa-
tions.
The LOD method has successfully been applied to thermoelasticity and poroe-
lasticity problems; see [23]. With more complicated models, the computational gain
in using a coarse representation of the underlying partial differential equation is even
greater. Analysis of such problems should be considered in the future.
8.3. Other time discretizations. It should also be noted that the LOD app-
roach could be used with other time discretizations of the DRE. We have here chosen
the Strang splitting scheme because it is familiar to one of the authors and because
an efficient implementation was readily available. However, there are also other types
of splitting schemes [33, 28]. Additionally, one might instead consider, e.g., BDF and
Rosenbrock methods [6, 5, 20], projection-based methods [16], or even peer meth-
ods [19]. These depend on solving linear equation systems rather than computing the
solutions to parabolic problems, and the error analysis approach would thus differ.
However, bounds similar to that given in Lemma 4.3 naturally exist also for stationary
problems [26].
8.4. Algebraic Riccati equations. The latter fact is even more relevant if
one considers AREs. These are the stationary counterpoints to the time-dependent
DREs and arise when the final time T in the cost functional goes to infinity. In this
case, splitting does not apply, but we may still apply LOD to the equation to reduce
its complexity. Then any method for AREs may be applied to solve this smaller
problem, such as Newton–Kleinman ADI [4], rational Krylov subspace methods [31],
or RADI [3]. See also [7] for a survey. Clearly, for each of these cases, one would have
to perform an error analysis such as the one provided in this paper.
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